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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce concept of pairwise slightly semi-cintinuous 

function in bitopological spaces and discuss some of the basic properties of them. 

Several eexamples are provided of illustrate behaviour of these new classes of 

functions. 
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L Introduction. Kelly[5] initiated the systematic study of bitopological 

spaces. A set equiped with two topologies is called bitopological space. Continuity 

play an important role in topological and bi topological spaces. In 1980, Jain ( 4] 

introduced the concept of slightly continuity in topological spaces. Rece11tly Naur 

defined a slightly semi-continuous functions as a generalization of slightly 

continuous using semi-open sets and investigated its properties. In 2000, 

a note on slightly semi-continuous functins in 

topological spaces. 

The object of the paper is to introduce a new class of functions 

called pairwise slightly semi-continuous functions. This class contains the class 

of pa.irv.rise continuous functions a.11d that of pairwise semi continuous functions. 

Relations between this class and other class of pairwise continuous functions are 

obtained. 

Throughout the present paper the spcaes X and Y always represent 

bitopological spaces lX,P1,P2 .' and n:Q1,Q2) on which no seperation axioms are 

assumed. Let S = X. Then S is said to be (i, jJ semi-open [8J if Sc P1 -Cl (P1-

InttSJJ twhere P
1
-Cl(S) denotes the closure operator with respect to topology Pi 

and Pi-Int( SJ denotes the interior operator with respect to topology P1, (i, j= 1,2, 

i= j) and its complement is called (i, j) semi-closed. The intersection of all (i, j) 
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semi-closed sets containing S is called the (i, j) semi-closure of S and it v.'ill be 
denoted by (i,j) s Cl(S). A subset Sis said to be (i,j) semi-regular if Sis both 

jl semi-open and (i, j) semi closed. A subset Sis said to be (i, j) semi 8-open if S 
is the union of (i,j) semi-regular sets and the complement of a j i semi 8-open set 

is called (i,j) semi e-closed. A subset Sis said to be (i, j) clopen if Sis Pi-open 

and Pi-closed set in X. 

Ir: this note we denote the family of all li .. jl semi-open \resp. P
1
-open, 1.i, j; 

semi-regular and (i,j) clopen of (X.P1,P2) by (i.j1SOrXHresp. P;-open(Xi,li,j SRlX 
and li,j)CO(XJ), and denote the family of (i,jJ semi-open 1.resp. Pi-open, ti,j! semi

regular and (i,j) clopen) set of 1X,P1,P2 l containing x :i,jiSOCX,x J resp. Pi <X,x i, 

(i,j)SR\X,x) and ri,jJCOtX,x). i,j=l,2. i=:=f. 

2. Preliminaries. 
Definition 2.1. A function (L'K_,P 1,P2)-+ Y:Q 1,Q2 1 is said to be pairwise-semi 

continuous [8] (p.s.c.) (resp. pairwise almost semi-continuous I 1p.a.s.C)[12], pain.vise 

semi 8-continuous (p,s,8,C) [12] and pairwise weakly semi-continuous 

(12]), if for each xc: X and for each VE Q1CvJ(x)) there exists U E (i,j)SO{X,x 

such thar f(U) c V(resp. f(U) c Q, -int(Q) -Cl(V)) f(i,j 

f(U)c QJ -Cl(V)). 

Definition 2.2. A function {"(X,P1,P2 

continuous \p.a.C.) [2] (resp. pairwise 

continuous (p.w.C.)[2] if for eachxc:X 

such that f(U) c Q
1
.-Int\Q,-C[(F1 l :resp. 

I -

Definition 2.3. lll] A function r1)(P 

continuous (p.sl.s.C.)(resp. pairwise slightly continuous 

)cQJ-

and for each VE (i,j)COCY, {(;:)},there exists U E 'i,j)50(X,xi (resp. Uc: P/)(x)) such 

that ft U -:: V i, j = 1,2 and i¢j. 

A function hX,P 1,P 2)-+(Y,Q 1,Q2) is said to be pairwise slightly semi-

continuous (resp. pairwise slightly continuous) if inverse image each J-dopen 

set of Y is (i, j) semi-open (resp. Pi-open) in Xi, j = 1,2, 1:=.f. 
The following diagram is obtained in (11] : 

p. C => p.a.C => p.9.C. => p.u.:.C __, p.sl.C 
ii v 

p.s.C => 

JJ 

p.a.s.C => p.8.s.C => 
diagram 1 

·' 
v -\..~ 

p.w.s.C => 

Remark 2.4. It was point out in [11] that pairwise slightly implies 
pairwise ~lighltly semi-continuity, but not conversely. Its counter examole are not 
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g1t:en u:r 

Example 2.5. Let X={a, b, c . P 1={o,X, {a},{b},{a,b}}, P 2={o,X, {aUa,bH and 

Q wr l'' Q ' "T " 1 'T'h th . f (X p p '1 i Y.Q Q ) . L= .·1.. a 1 !, - 2 =10, L ':l'J,c ;, _en emapp1ng :, , 1, 2 ,-7,, 1, 2 , is 

pairwise slihtly semi-continuous but not painvise slightly continuous for t 1({a}) 

is semi-open and (i, semi-closed, but not P
1
, -closed in (X,P,,P.7 ). 

' -
Theorem 2.6. The pairu;ise set-connectedness and the pairwise slightly continuity 
are equivalent for a surjectir.:e function. 

Proof. A surjection f(X.P:.P2\-7fYQ 1.Q2 l is pairwise set-connected if and only if 

is i, clopen in X each i, f' clopen set F of Y. It is easy to prove that a 

function X,P:,P2 -7n:Ql,Q2 : is pairwise slightly continuous if and only if t 1(F) 

is P 1-open in X for each Ii, j! clopen set F of Y. Therefore, the proof is obvious. 

Theorem 2.7. For a function f:(X,P 1,P2J-+(Y,Q 1,Q2) the following are equivalent: 

f is pairv.ise slightly semi-continuous, 
r- 1r1/ E . j;SQiXJ for each VE(i,j)CQ(YJ, 

kl r- 11/ is i, semi-open and li,j) semi-closed for each VE(i,jJCO(Yl. 

3. Properties of pah"'\r.ise slightly semi-continuity. 
Theorem 3.L The follov.·in;z are equiYalent for a function f(X,P 1,P2 )-7(Y,Q 1,Q2l: 

;,,,aJ semi-continuous, 

For each xE:X and for each (V)E(i,j)CO(Y,f(x)), there exists UE(i,j) 

SR(X,x) such that f{Ul = \: 
(c) For each xEX and for each (V)E(i, j)CQ(Y, f(x)), there is UE(i, j) 

SO(X,x) such that fii, j )sCl :r1; = V 
Proof. (a)=> (b). Let XEX and v E(i,j)COiY, /hll. By theorem 2.7, \Ve have r- 1(V)E 

\ij)SR(X,x). Put U=f- 1CV:J, then xEU and f([J) = V 

(b) => (c). It is ob\ious and is thus omitted.. 

(c)=>(a). ff 

Definition 3.2. A 

. then U,J ~ .i.j)SO{X) . 

sDcce · X,P 1,P 2 is called 
Pairwise semi-T2 [6J resp. ultra Hausdorff or pairwise UT2) if 

for each pair of distinct points x, y of X, there exists a P 1-semi-open (resp. P 1-

clopen) set U and a F 7-semi-onen resp. P.7-dopen} set V such that xE:U, yEVand - . -
(}"'Vr=O. 

Pairwise s-normal[7] {resp.pairwise ultra normal) if for every Pi-closed 

set A and P1-closed set B such that AnB=ijl, there exist UESO(X,P) (resp Co(X,Pi) 

and VESO(X,P)(resp.(X,P)such that Ac U, B c Vand UnV=cp,where i,j=l,2, i;z::j 

Pairwise s-closed (resp.painvise mildly compact) if every (iJJ. semi regular 
(resp.(i,j) clopen) cover of (X,P 1,P2) has a finite subcover. i,j=l,2 and i=t=j. 

Theorem 3.3. If f: rX,P1,P2)-7rY,Q 1.Q2J is a pairwise slightly semi-continuous 

injection and Y is painvise UT2 ,then Xis pairwise semi-T2. 
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Proof. Let x 1,x2 EX and x l't:x2. Then since f is injective and Y is pairwise UT 2. 

*{(x') land there exist, \l,,V'?E (i,jiCOi Yi such that th, i E \!,, fh.; 'E \/.1 and \l1 -V.; =o. 
-- l ... l ..l. - - - .;;.. 

By Theorem 2.7, xiEt1\Vi)Eli,jlS01X1 for i=l,2 and f 1 1'l~ 1 \l2i=o. Thus Xis 

pairwise semi -T 2. 

Theorem 3.4. If f"(X,P 1,P2J-H'r:Q 1,Q2 is a pairwise slightly semi-continuous. 

Pz-closed injection and Y is painvise ultra normal, then Xis pairwise s-normal. 

Proof. Let F 1 and F 2 be disjoint \P 1,P 2 .1-closed subsets of X. Since {is P z-closed 

and injective, f(F 1) and f(F 2; are disjoint { Q 1,Q 2 )-closed subsets of Y Since Y is 

pairwisE ultra normal, f(F 1) and t1F2 l are separeted by disjoint Pi-clopen sets \11 

and Prclopen \l2, respectively. Hence Fict 1CV), f 1CViJE · j)SO(X) for i=l,2 from 

Theorem 2. 7 and f 1 ( V 1)nt1 CV2 l = o. Thus X is pairv.ise s-norrnal. 
Theorem 3.5. If {-lX,P1,P2 l-7(Y,Q 1,Q2 l is a pair.vise slightly semi-continuous 

surjection and (X,P 1,P 2 ) is painvise s-closed, then Y is pair;i,ise mildly compact. 

Proof. Let {Va IV a: E lij )COCfl,aE \ be a cover of''( Since (is painvise slightly 

semi-continuous, the Theorem 2.7 {f·1Vu' o:E \ is a }! semi-regular cover 

of X and so there is a finite subset \ such that 

X=LJr 1(V,,) 
uc\ 0 

Therefore, 

Y= LJV" 
uE\.u 

(since f is smjective 

Thus Y is pairwise mildly compact. 

Theorem 3.6 If f(X,P1,P2 )-7('/Q1,Q2) is painvise semi-continuous and 

Y is pairwise UT 2, then the graph G(f) of (is i, Ji semi 8-closed in the bitopological 

product space Xx Y 
Proof. Let (x, y) e: G({J, then ;i:;:: f(x). Since Y is pairwise UT 2_ there exists VE u, J 

COCY, y) and WE(i, j) COCY, f(x)) such that V'lW=o. Since l is pairwise shghdy 

semi-cor cinuous: by the Theorem 2. 7 there exists U E · j; SR x such that 

f(U) c W. Therefore f(U)(f\l = o and hence 

U E (i,j)SR(X,x) and VE(i,j) C01Y: y), 

,...., 
= o. Since 

(x,yl EUx Vand Ux VE (ij)SRCX x Y). Hence Gl{l is ii.Ji semi El- closed. 

Theorem 3.7. If f: (X, P 1, P2 )~(Y, Q 1, Q2 .l is pairwise slightly semi-continuous 

and (Y, Q1, Q2J is pairwise UT2, then A={(x1,x2 ) /f(x1 =ftx2 ! is i_.j)semi -El 

closed in the bitopological product space X x X. 

Proof. Let (x1,x2 ) ii A Then f(x 1 h=f(x2 ). Since Y is pairwise UT 1 , there exists V 1 

E(i,j) COO': f(x, )) and Y9 E (i,j) CO(Y, f(x 9)l such that V1 '""'\l)=o. Since fis painvise 
l - - . -
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semi-continuous, there exist U 1,U2 E Ci,j)SR(X) such that xi EU; and f(Ui)c 

~-for i=L2. Therefore, 1x,.x2 EU~ u:.!:. U1:<UzE(i, j) SR(XxX), and iUlxUz)n 

A=o. So A is i, j .l semi 8-closed in bi topological product space XxX 

Definition 3.8. [3] A bitopologicahX, P 1, P 2 ) is said to be pairwise extermally 

disconnected if P2 -closure of each P 1-open set of (X, Pl' P 2J is P 1-open. 

Lemma 3.9. Let (X, P 1, P 2 ) be pairwise exteremally disconnected space, then UE 

i.j)SRCXl if and only if L-E j)CO!K1: i,j=l,2 and i :;t:j. 

Proof. Let lI::= . j1SRLX::. Since Uc 1iJ1SO(X1,PrCl iU)=PrCUPi-lnt (Ul and so 

X'. Since [J is ; i, j 1 semi-closed, P 1-Int ( UJ = U = P rCl ( Ul and hence 

The convers is obvious. 

Theorem 3.10. If f: (X, P 1, P 2 l--,1-C'i: Q 1, Q2 ) is pairwise slightly semi-continuous, 

and X is painvise exteremally disconnected then f is pairwise slightlY. continuous. 

Proof. Let xEX and VE · j!CO(Y,f(x)). Since fis pairwise slightly semi-continuous 

Theorem 2.7. there exists U E (i,j)SR(X,x) such that f(U) cV, since Xis pairwise 

exteremally disconnected by the Lemma 3.9,U E (i,j) CO (X) and hence (is pairwise 

slightly continuous. 
Difinition 3.11. )-~ f : 'X, P 1• P 2 )--,1-(}.', Q 1' Q 2 ) is called pairwise almost 

ti-::;;en11 continuous (p.a-st.8.s.C. (resp. pairwise strongly 8-semi continuous 

\p.st.0.s.C.) if for each x EX and for each VE Q/Y,f(x)J, there exists Uc ti,jlSO\X,xl 

such that f((i,j! sCl!U)) = i,j)sCl(1/) (resp. f((i,jlsCl(U))cV 

Theorem 3.12. If f: {X, PI, P 2J--,1-(Y, QI, Q2 l is pairwise slightly semi-continuous 

and (Y, Ql, Qzl is pairwise extermally disconnected, then r is pairwise almost strogly 

e-semi-continuous. 

Proof. Let xcX and VE Q/Y,frx.iJ, then · ·1sCl1 = Q;-lnt{Q1-Cli\ is (i,j) regular 

open in r Y Q:. . Since Y is painvise ex:teremally disconnected. i, j l sCU Vl E lij l 

CO (Y). Since (]s semi-continuous, by Theorem 3.1, there exists 

u E li, J so U) = . j)sCl{ VJ). So r is pairwise almost 
stroghly 8-semi-continuous. 

Corollary 3.13. [11] If f:(X,P 1,P2 J-7C( Q 1,Q2) is pairwise slightly semi-continuous 

and Y, Q1, Q2 ) is pairwise extermally disconnected, then (is pairwise weakly semi

continuous. 

Difinition 3.14. A bitopological space !X, P 1, P.2 l is called pairwise ultra regular 

if for each UEPi(XJ and for each XE U, there exists OE U,j) CO lXJ such that xEOcU 

Theorem 3.15. If {:(X,P1,P2)-7(Y,Q 1,Q 2) is pairwise slightly semi-continuous 

and a:Qi,Q2) is pairwise ultra regular, then f is pairwise stroghly 8-semi
continuous. 

Proof. Let xEX and V EQ/Y,f(Xll. Since rY, Q 1, Q2 J is pairwise ultra regular, there 

is WE i, jJCO Yl such that ({x)EWc:::V. Since r is pairwise slightly semi-
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continuous, by the Theorem 3.1 there is Uc (i, j) SO (X, x J such that f{(i, j)sCl( 

cW and so f(i, j)sCZUJ)) cV. Thus f is strongly 8-semi-continuous. 

We have the following diagram: 

fl] 

p.5.C 

J 
P.C 
ii 
v 

= 

P.s.C => 

D 

P.st. e.s.C 

P.a.C = 
v~ 

P.a.s.C => 
-'· 

=> P.st. B.s. C 

P.G:C=> P.w.C => 
-u v 

P.s. G.C => P.u:.s.C => 
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